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The EU in the 21st Century 2020-03-06
in the light of brexit the migration crisis and growing scepticism regarding the european
integration process this book offers a comprehensive overview of the most pressing problems
facing the european union in the 21st century written by experts from various disciplines the
contributions cover a wide range of economic legal social and political challenges including
populism migration brexit and eu defence foreign policy and enlargements each paper includes a
historical account insights into the problems and challenges confronting the eu and an assessment
of the institutions and policy instruments applied by the eu in response discussing each of the
problems as part of a process including the historical roots current situation and potential
solutions the book allows readers to gain an understanding of the european union as a living
project

The Role of the EU in the Promotion of Human Rights and
International Labour Standards in Its External Trade Relations
2020-10-12
this book represents a significant and timely contribution to the copious literature of the eu as
a global actor providing new insights and fresh perspectives into the promotion of human rights
and international labour standards in the eu s external trade relations building on and
stimulating further the already well engaged scientific dialogue on this area of research in
particular it provides the basis for developing a new analytical structure for better
understanding the role of the eu in promoting human rights and international labour standards in
global trade and in particular for assessing the extent to which and how normative considerations
have influenced the adoption of eu legal instruments and policy decisions this book will appeal
to research scholars post graduate students practitioners and human rights activists

Europeanization and Regionalization in the EU's Enlargement to
Central and Eastern Europe 2004-10-12
this book is a study of eu conditionality and compliance during the enlargement to the central
and eastern european candidate countries eu conditionality for membership is widely understood as
having been a driving force for europeanization providing incentives and sanctions for compliance
or non compliance with eu norms such as the copenhagen criteria and the adoption of the acquis
communautaire by taking regional policy and regionalization as a case study this book provides a
comparative analysis of the effects of conditionality on the central and east european countries
and explores the many paradoxes and weaknesses in the use of eu conditionality over time

The EU after Brexit 2018-05-02
much attention has been paid to the ongoing and unpredictable brexit negotiations between the eu
and the uk but much less on what the absence of the uk might entail for the remaining 27 eu
member states this book explores the range of implications for the eu after brexit and whether it
is likely to become stronger or weaker as a result it reviews the different attitudes on the eu s
future within both the member states and the individual eu institutions and examines the impacts
of brexit on the composition of the eu institutions and on the balance of power between the
member states it also looks at linguistic and cultural impacts the uk s wider legacy for the eu
and possible changes in eu priorities the author concludes that brexit has reinforced the eu s
unity in the short term but that the eu will have to confront a number of key challenges if it is
to be reinforced in the longer term this book will appeal to practitioners scholars and students
interested in eu politics and integration in general and brexit in particular

Direct Democracy in the EU 2019-01-15
the european union is grappling with a democracy problem the succession of crises which have
plagued the increasingly executive eu for years has led to a rising cacophony of voices calling
for fundamental change to the integration project yet despite the seismic shock of the brexit
referendum and the electoral upsets by nativist parties across the continent few of the plans for
eu reform include concrete proposals to reduce the age old democratic deficit this book is
concerned with the two pronged question of how the relationship between citizens the state and eu
institutions has changed and how direct democratic participation can be improved in a multi
layered union as such this edited volume focuses not on populism per se nor does it deeply engage
with policy and output legitimacy rather the research is concerned with process and polity
building on the notion of increasing social economic and political interdependence across borders
this volume asks how a sense of solidarity and european identity can be rescued from the bottom
up by politically empowering citizens to take back control of their eu

Transnational Identities 2004
this original work explores the increasingly important phenomenon of the formation of
transnational identity considering the ongoing relevance of the european union the contributors
ask a series of intriguing questions is a european identity possible how are the various types of
european identity formed and maintained how are these identities linked to the process of



european integration examining the psychological institutional and political mechanisms that
encourage or impede identification with transnational groups the book considers these theoretical
questions in light of new evidence drawn from a rich body of primary research including field
experiments in depth interviews with elites and public opinion surveys brought together for the
first time social psychologists sociologists political scientists and ethnographers share their
theoretical and methodological perspectives in tackling the common issues surrounding the
emergence of european as a political identity paying special attention to the role of the
institutions of the eu the authors investigate the impact of neo functionalist strategies and
find that the processes of identity formation are far more complicated than can be explained by
material and institutional factors alone the authors engage in a fruitful dialogue about how much
a european identity exists and how much it matters as they delve into the sources of disagreement
and their implications

Understanding EU Decision-Making 2016-02-04
this book presents in a concise and accessible way why the eu institutional system exists in its
present form how the eu fits into the world as a system of governance and who is involved in eu
policy processes it outlines the historical context which has shaped the eu system gives a
summary of the system s basic principles and structures and describes its actors procedures and
instruments the main theme is to show that eu decision making is not just a matter of action at
some higher and separate level of them and us but rather that it involves different forms of
cooperation between european national and regional authorities as well as interaction between
public and private actors numerous short case studies illustrate how people s day to day
activities are affected by eu decisions and how individuals concerns are represented in the
decision making process the book provides insights and examples which will be very helpful for
all students of european integration it will also be a valuable resource for european citizens
wishing to understand the basic realities and rationales as well as some of the dilemmas behind
eu policy making

The EU and World Regionalism 2016-02-17
much has been said about the driving forces of region building processes or regionalization
worldwide yet few systematic and comparative studies have been conducted on how regions can
contribute to the building of other regions and more concretely how the european union has pushed
for regionalization worldwide this comparative book investigates the impact that the eu has on
regionalization elsewhere through its inter regional relations covering agriculture trade asean
nafta mercosur and commonwealth amongst other topics it investigates whether the eu contributes
directly as well as indirectly to increased regional integration in different parts of the world

The EU in the Global Investment Regime 2017-11-07
the european union eu has emerged as a key actor in the global investment regime since the 1980s
at the same time international investment policy and agreements which govern international
investment liberalisation treatment and protection through investor to state dispute settlement
have become increasingly contentious in the european public debate this book provides an
accessible introduction to international investment policy and seeks to explain how the eu became
an actor in the global investment regime it offers a detailed analysis of the eu s participation
in all major trade and investment negotiations since the 1980s and eu internal competence debates
to identify the causes behind the eu s growing role in this policy domain building on principal
agent and historical institutionalist models of incremental institutional change the book shows
that commission entrepreneurship was instrumental in the emergence of the eu as a key actor in
the global investment regime it refutes business centred liberal intergovernmental explanations
which suggest that business lobbying made the member states accept the eu s growing role and
competence in this domain the book lends support to supranational and challenges
intergovernmental thinking on european integration this text will be of key interest to scholars
students and practitioners of european and regional integration eu foreign relations eu trade and
international investment law business lobbying and more broadly of international political
economy

The Ethos of Europe 2010-03-11
can the eu become a just institution andrew williams considers this highly charged political and
moral question by examining the role of five salient values said to be influential in the
governance and law of the union peace the rule of law respect for human rights democracy and
liberty he assesses each of these as elements of an apparent institutional ethos and philosophy
of eu law and finds that justice as a governing ideal has failed to be taken seriously in the eu
to remedy this condition he proposes a new set of principles upon which justice might be brought
more to the fore in the union s governance by focusing on the realisation of human rights as a
core institutional value williams argues that the eu can better define its moral limits so as to
evolve as a more just project

Understanding Conflicts of Sovereignty in the EU 2021-05-10
this book investigates the multifaceted conflicts of sovereignty in the recent crises in the
european union although the notion of sovereignty has been central in the contentious debates



triggered by the recent crises in the european union it remains strikingly under researched in
political science this book bridges this gap by providing both theoretical reflections and
empirical analyses of today s conflicts of sovereignty in the eu more particularly it
investigates conflicts between four types of sovereignty first national sovereignty referring to
the autonomy of the westphalian nation state to rule on a territory delimited by borders second
the supranational sovereignty acquired by the eu in a fragmentary fashion in a number of
scattered internal and external policy fields third parliamentary sovereignty understood as the
autonomy of parliaments at the regional national and european levels to take part in the decision
making process and control the executive in the name of the principles of election and
representation fourth popular sovereignty whereby the body politic confers legitimacy to decision
makers in a democratic system through an analysis of the various crises rule of law brexit
migration eurozone crisis the chapters look at how sovereignty is framed and contested by
different types of actors and how the strengthening or the weakening of certain types of
sovereignty contribute to shape preferences regarding policies and governance structures in the
multi level eu the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the
journal of european integration

The EU's Foreign Policy 2016-03-03
a very timely and topical volume concerned with the impact of the lisbon treaty on the european
union s eu capacity to further develop a distinctive foreign policy in accordance with the
various policy instruments necessary to fulfil its role as a global actor this edited volume
brings together a host of scholars in the fields of european studies and international relations
whose contributions offer both innovative theoretical perspectives and new empirical insights
overall the book emphasizes the question of the eu s evolving legitimacy and efficiency as a
foreign policy and diplomatic actor on the regional and global stage this shared concern is
clearly reflected in the book s three pronged structure part 1 the eu a controversial global
political actor in an emergent multipolar world with contributions from a gamble m telò and j
howorth part 2 after the lisbon treaty the common foreign and security policy and the european
external action service includes chapters from c lequesne c carta and h mayer part 3 r gillespie
f ponjaert g grevi z chen h nakamura and u salma bava assess the cfsp and the eu s external
relations in action foreword by s e m p vimont as a result the book is a useful and relevant
contribution to european union studies and international relations research and teaching it
offers any interested party informed and comprehensive insights into eu foreign policy at a time
when it seeks to undertake an increased role in world affairs and this despite economic crisis

The Normalization of the European Commission 2013-06-20
the european commission started out in the 1950s as a technocratic international organization
today it has acquired many of the organizational features and behavioural patterns that are
highly typical of the normal executives in national settings this normalization of the eu
executive is due to a series of treaty reforms and internal administrative transformations that
were effectuated after the demise of the santer commission based on a large number of in depth
interviews with commissioners heads of cabinet and senior civil servants in the commission and on
extensive documentary evidence this study shows how a reinforced regime of political and
administrative accountability has profoundly changed the executive relationships between
politicians and bureaucrats in the commission the book presents a grounded empirical portrait of
life at the top in the eu exposing the commission s struggle to revive its legitimacy and to turn
it into a more transparent accountable and efficient organization during the prodi and barroso s
tenures officials and office holders describe in their own words the imperatives they face and
the relationships they maintain providing readers a rare insight into the day to day practices in
one of the world s most powerful executives

Impact Assessment in the EU 2006
the importance of ex ante and ex post impact assessment in streamlining the regulatory
environment and improving the legislative process has been stressed by scholars and testified to
by international best practices the potential benefits of regulatory impact assessment are also
being rediscovered by eu officials who lose no chance to recall that the commission s ambitious
growth and jobs strategy heavily depends on the pervasiveness of impact assessment in the
regulatory process at eu and member state level this study conceived for scholars and
policymakers provides an overview of the state of the art on impact assessment it focuses on the
latest developments in the united states uk and eu and presents a scorecard analysis of the
commission s extended impact assessments the author concludes with a road map for improving the
transparency efficiency and effectiveness of the eu integrated impact assessment model

The Politics of the Rule of Law in the EU Polity 2022-04-23
this book analyses the challenges facing the european union through the frame of the rule of law
it shows how over the last decades the increased dissensus and contestation of the rule of law
has given rise to heightened tensions between national and eu institutions leading to the
establishment of new soft and hard policy tools to safeguard it at the supranational level the
book proposes a comprehensive and multifaceted analysis of the current state of debates by
exploring how eu institutional actors seek to uphold the union s values it shows that european
integration in core state powers is the outcome of the clash between liberal and anti liberal
ideas between dissensus and contestation over how collective problems should be solved in a



community of voices featuring assent and dissent all of which give democracy its substance beyond
the analysis of the emerging eu s rule of law policy the book will help readers to better
understand the eu s fragilities and resilience and the potential challenges for the future of eu
integration

National Interest Organizations in the EU Multilevel System
2020-05-21
political scientists have always accorded interest organizations a prominent place in european
union eu policy making because they connect the eu institutions to citizens provide important
information to eu policy makers and control resources that impact on the problem solving capacity
of eu policies in other words they are vital to both the input legitimacy and the output
legitimacy of the eu so far research on interest organizations in eu policy making has
concentrated on eu level interest organizations and eu level politics this edited book draws
attention to the role national interest organizations play in the eu multilevel system all
contributions present state of the art research on that subject in the form of theory driven
empirical analyses chapter 8 of this book is freely available as a downloadable open access pdf
under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives 3 0 license s3 us west 2
amazonaws com tandfbis rt files docs open access chapters 9781138614741 oachapter8 pdf

Strategy-Making in the EU 2018-09-15
this book provides a detailed analysis of the policy making processes of eu strategies in foreign
and security policy and external action it uses the european security strategy and the eu global
strategy to assess their policy making dynamics both before and after the lisbon treaty inter
institutional relations in strategy making are put into the context of current debates in
european integration questioning the assumption that the eu is a body increasingly ruled by
intergovernmentalism as reflected by the new intergovernmentalism literature the book also
provides a categorisation of eu strategies and considers them as policy inspiration documents
acting as frameworks for policy making this reading of strategies lies behind the analysis of the
policy making processes of the ess and the eugs unpacked into four phases agenda setting policy
formulation policy output and implementation by looking at the shifting policy making dynamics
from foreign and security policy to external action the author sheds light on the current shape
of eu integration

Local Government in Europe 2013-12-04
this work considers the role of local government in 13 eu member states austria belgium czech
republic france germany greece hungary italy netherlands poland spain sweden and the united
kingdom the book aims to provide an account of the system of local government in each of the
countries studied along with a critical and contextual approach to the level of autonomy that
local government enjoys the approach is comparative based on a questionnaire which all of the
authors considered there is then a detailed conclusion to the book which offers a detailed
summary and comparative analysis of the responses in order to better consider the role of local
authorities as the fourth level of governance in the eu the book aims to offer a detailed
introduction to and account of each system of local government which may appeal to those seeking
an overview of the area but also a critical and contextual approach that will be of interest to
those actively researching in the areas of local and regional government or eu central local
government relations the book contains details of reform in local government up to november 2012
including an analysis of the impact of austerity measures on local autonomy where these have
become significant

Justice in the EU 2015
the claims of justice are universal yet we need the structures of the nation state to implement
its policies this book argues that the eu is able to overcome this paradox it suggests that eu
law and in particular the right to free movement creates connections and solidarity between
citizens to broaden our understanding of justice

The Rules of Federalism 2009-06-30
this book examines patterns of environmental regulation in the european union and four federal
polities the united states germany australia and canada daniel kelemen develops a theory of
regulatory federalism based on his comparative study arguing that the greater the fragmentation
of power at the federal level the less discretion is allotted to component states kelemen s
analysis offers a novel perspective on the eu and demonstrates that the eu already acts as a
federal polity in the regulatory arena in the rules of federalism kelemen shows that both the
structure of the eu s institutions and the control these institutions exert over member states
closely resemble the american federal system with its separation of powers large number of veto
points and highly detailed judicially enforceable legislation in the eu as in the united states a
high degree of fragmentation in the central government yields a low degree of discretion for
member states when it comes to implementing regulatory statutes table of contents acknowledgments
1 regulatory federalism and the eu 2 environmental regulation in the eu 3 environmental
regulation in the united states 4 environmental regulation in germany 5 environmental regulation
in australia and canada 6 food and drug safety regulation in the eu 7 institutional structure and



regulatory style notes references cases cited index r daniel kelemen s the rules of federalism is
an important contribution to both the literature on federalism and on the european union it makes
an original theoretical and empirical contribution to our understanding of regulatory federalism
and sheds new light on the federal systems which it compares it will open up new avenues of
inquiry alberta sbragia university of pittsburgh the rules of federalism makes a significant
contribution to the literature on regulatory federalism keleman s original theoretical
perspective is made plausible through a series of fascinating case studies the book will be of
interest to scholars of federalism constitutional design environmental policy and the european
union susan rose ackerman yale law school

Illegally Staying in the EU 2018-02-22
principally this book comprises a conceptual analysis of the illegality of a third country
national s stay by examining the boundaries of the overarching concept of illegality at the eu
level having found that the holistic conceptualisation of illegality constructed through a
combination of sources both eu and national law falls short of adequacy the book moves on to
consider situations that fall outside the traditional binary of legal and illegal under eu law
the cases of unlawfully staying eu citizens and of non removable illegally staying third country
nationals are examples of groups of migrants who are categorised as atypical by looking at these
two examples the book reveals not only the fragmentation of legal statuses in eu migration law
but also the more general ill fitting and unsatisfactory categorisation of migrants the potential
conflation of illegality with criminality as a result of the way eu databases regulate the legal
regime of illegality of a migrant s stay is the first trend identified by the book subsequently
the book considers the functions of accessing legality both instrumental and corrective in doing
so it draws out another trend evident in the eu illegality regime a two tier regime which
discriminates on the basis of wealth and the instrumentalisation of access to legality by member
states for mostly their own purposes finally the book proposes a corrective rationale for the
regulation of illegality through access to legality and provides a number of normative
suggestions as a way of remedying current deficiencies that arise out of the present
supranational framing of illegality

The Language of Europe 2014-12-12
this book offers a clear and comprehensive introduction to the policy area of multilingualism and
to translation practice within the eu institutions this first edition in english builds on the
success among academics and practitioners alike of its two preceding italian editions published
respectively in 2003 and 2007 with the title tradurre per l unione europea milan hoepli which
have closely followed the eu journey through its successive enlargements and the impact of these
multiple accessions on the politics and practice of institutional translation it proposes an in
depth up to the minute analysis of the direct relationships between member state languages and
the problems of knowledge transfer between the diverse languages and cultures that make up the
patchwork which is the eu enriched throughout with practical examples from many among the twenty
four official languages of the european union specially selected and adapted for an anglophone
readership the language of europe features detailed studies on the following topics the
background to and arguments in favour of eu multilingualism the language features of eu documents
variations in translation practice between the different eu institutions agencies and
consultative bodies the day to day working practice of translators and lawyer linguists the
impact of ict on translation practice distinctive genres of eu institutional translation what the
future holds for eu translation the volume incorporates a range of sample texts from a variety of
eu official languages provided in the source language original and english target language
translation in order to give the student and specialist an insight into and overview of the
rigour and procedural expertise which are demanded and can be seen at work from initial co draft
to final version in the rendering of a multilingual eu document

The EU and Immigration Policies 2013-06-27
this book explores how and why the eu and its member states define immigration policies a
comparison of eu negotiations on five eu immigration directives reveals interests of actors in eu
integration and whether common policies aim at a restriction or expansion of immigration to the
eu

Europe in Identity Crisis 2020-01-12
today s european union is in an identity crisis as it seems to be losing its points of reference
the principles that upheld its creation are being increasingly questioned around the world and
within the eu itself its chances to survive hinge upon its ability to deliver at home and abroad
without abandoning its values and principles but rather adapting and re launching them this
volume offers policy options on key questions for the future of the eu how to scale up its role
abroad how to benefit from new partners without severing ties with traditional allies such as the
us how to contain eurosceptic forces by reducing inequalities and how to reinforce the euro while
aiming at more sustainable and balanced growth

Transnational Activism in the UN and the EU 2008-11-04
comparing non governmental organizations ngos in the united nations and the european union across



a range of different issue areas this volume examines how the choice of venue and institution
affects the strategies of ngos despite significant differences with respect to their scope
membership as well as their institutional rules the authors find that the un and the eu have
surprisingly similar effects on civil society organizations and regulate access in such a way
that it significantly constrains the agency of ngos highlights include a comprehensive outline of
the volume s main research questions situated within the existing literature on the topic eight
case studies of ngo involvement in the un and the eu across a range of different areas including
human rights the environment socio economic and security issues a theoretically grounded summary
of case study findings challenging the findings of previous studies regarding the power of ngos a
discussion of the finding s implications for the broader literature as well as for studies
relating to the eu and the un in particular transnational activism in the un and the eu will be
of interest to students and scholars of international relations european studies and global
politics jutta joachim is associate professor of political science at the university of hannover
germany birgit locher is a research fellow at the institute of political science at the
university of tübingen germany

The European Union and the Social Dimension of Globalization
2009
examines the nature of the eu and its external role in relation to social issues raised by
globalization it explores how the eu influences both directly and indirectly the rest of the
world in relation to the social component of globalization

Subnational Parliaments in the EU Multi-Level Parliamentary
System 2016-01-11
subnational or regional parliaments with legislative competences are increasingly active in eu
affairs and are recognized as potential actors in the eu s multi level system by eu law however
studies on the territorial effects of european integration and on the europeanization of
parliaments as well as parliamentarism have so far disregarded this group of parliaments in the
existing theoretical concepts of multi level parliamentarism subnational parliaments do not have
a place until now the book addresses this theoretical and empirical gap referring to studies on
parliamentarism federalism and europeanization the contributions discuss how to include
subnational parliaments in the existing research a total of 74 subnational parliaments from eight
member states is affected by the new system which allows them to participate in the so called
early warning mechanism of subsidiarity control the situation in six eu member states is analyzed
in detail the country chapters illustrate and analyze how subnational parliaments in the federal
member states austria belgium germany and in the decentralized devolved ones great britain italy
spain functionally adapt to the new opportunity structure and discuss the repercussions on
legislative executive relations as well as on interparliamentary relations with contributions
from gabriele abels katrin auel and martin große hüttman peter bursens frederic maes and matthias
vileyn peter bußjäger josep maría castellà andreu and mario kölling ben crum annegret eppler john
erik fossum anna lena högenauer sabine kropp robert ladrech erik miklin matteo nicolini werner j
patzelt tapio raunio werner reutter gerhard stahl and bert kuby gracia vara arribas

Fundamental Rights in the EU 2015-04-30
this collection joins the new and expanding scholarship on the protection of fundamental rights
in europe and reflects on the relationship between the court of justice of the european union
cjeu and the european court of human rights ecthr the book questions whether the changes
introduced by the lisbon treaty align the cjeu to the ecthr s interpretation and methods
triggering different processes of institutionalisation within a coherent european system these
issues are explored through a contextual analysis of areas of law such as equality rights in
employment law citizenship and migration internet law and access to justice this volume includes
perspectives from the scholarly community as well as practitioners judges and european policy
makers it also examines the state of accession of the eu to the european convention on human
rights echr and considers the legal implications of the interactions of the two courts for the
protection of the fundamental rights of eu citizens and individuals legally residing in europe
the volume is essential reading for practitioners judges european policy makers and members of
the scholarly community working in this area of law

Europeanization and the European Economic Area 2013-01-17
this book examines europeanization in the european economic area eea exploring whether non member
states can have an input into eu decision making and whether the eu can successfully export its
policies within the framework of the eea iceland norway and liechtenstein while not eu member
states are members of the european free trade association efta and signatories of the eea
agreement the agreement allows participation in the eu s internal market but also requires
extensive and continuous adaptation to eu rules whilst existing literature is limited mainly to
the eu s impact on its own member states or neighbours to the east this book extends the study of
europeanization to the eea exploring whether iceland as a non member state can have an input into
eu decision making and conversely whether the eu can ensure that its policies are adhered to
outside of its borders the author argues that although the eea agreement is not without its
challenges it has proved considerably more resilient than originally expected this raises the
question of whether the eea provides a realistic alternative to eu membership for other states



with close ties to the eu delving into the largely unknown intersection between the eu and the
eea and providing important new insights into the europeanization process europeanization and the
european economic area will be of strong interest to students and scholars of european union
politics and policy making european union enlargement nordic politics and comparative politics

The Securitisation of Migration in the EU 2015-10-15
since 9 11 western states have sought to integrate securitisation measures within migration
regimes as asylum seekers and other migrant categories come to be seen as agents of social
instability or as potential terrorists treating migration as a security threat has therefore
increased insecurity amongst migrant and ethnic minority populations

EU Law in the UK 2020-06-29
the first new textbook to publish since brexit eu law in the uk tackles eu law with a post brexit
perspective interwoven throughout it takes a uniquely contextual approach designed to enliven the
learning experience support understanding and help students appreciate the relevance and impact
of eu law written in a concise and accessible style and supported by lively academic analysis the
author carefully guides students through key complexities issues and debates eu law in the uk not
only supports students to understand the core elements of eu institutional and substantive law
but also to critically examine the implications on uk law of the uk s decision to leave the eu
the book s unique contextual approach offers a highly practical and engaging way to learn about
eu law the context is set at the start of each chapter by way of scenarios including real quotes
from politicians parliamentary reports and fictional situations throughout the chapters students
are then invited to apply legal principles to these scenarios this approach serves to reinforce
and enliven students learning

The Politics of Persuasion 2016-01-29
the eu is at a crossroads should it choose the path towards protectionism or the path towards
free trade this book convincingly argues that lobbying regulation will be a decisive first step
towards fulfilling the european dream of free trade in accordance with the original purpose of
the treaty of rome without the regulation of lobbyists to try and prevent undue political
persuasion there is a greater risk of abuse in the form of corruption subsidies and trade
barriers which will come at the expense of consumers tax payers and competitiveness this
interdisciplinary approach both theoretical and methodological offers a wealth of knowledge
concerning the effect of lobbying on political decision making and will appeal to academics
across the social sciences practitioners and policy makers

The Role of EU Agencies in the Eurozone and Migration Crisis
2020-11-30
this book provides a wealth of empirical material to understand key aspects of eu governance
including its plurality of actors and policy making modes and its functioning during crisis
management authored by legal scholars and political scientists it presents new research and
insights on the role of eu agencies in the context of the euro and migration crises specifically
the contributions assess why the crises have led to the creation of new eu agencies and what
roles these agencies have performed since their inception how the crisis notably the migration
crisis has impacted on existing eu agencies how eu agencies have shaped the policies during and
after the crises and how the crisis has affected the accountability of eu agencies this book is
essential in understanding the intricacies of eu crisis management and the specific role of eu
agencies therein as well as eu governance more broadly chapter 9 is available open access under a
creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com

The Trouble with Europe 2014
a radical look at the relevance of the european union in modern times for europe and for the
world

The Evolving Nature of EU External Relations Law 2021-01-21
this book originates from the proceedings of the 10th anniversary conference of the centre for
the law of eu external relations cleer in which renowned experts in the field took stock of
recent evolutions in the law and practice of the eu s external relations in particular the book
addresses the question of how the evolving legal and political framework affects the nature of eu
external relations law the contributions discuss the actions and reactions of the eu through
external action instruments in a number of substantive areas such as migration trade neighbouring
policies security and defence by shedding light on the most significant developments of the past
decade this edited volume attests to the ever evolving nature of the field of eu external
relations law thus this book is essential reading for academics practitioners and policy makers
at the eu level interested in the field of eu external relations law dr w th douma is an
independent legal expert at the european environmental law consultancy and eu legal centre for
european and international law both based in the netherlands voluntary researcher at ghent
university in belgium and senior legal adviser at the dutch ministry of social affairs and
employment prof dr c eckes is professor of european law at the university of amsterdam and



director of the amsterdam centre for european law and governance the netherlands prof dr p van
elsuwege is professor of european union law at ghent university and co director of the ghent
european law institute belgium dr e kassoti is senior researcher in eu and international law at
the asser institute and academic co ordinator of the centre for the law of eu external relations
cleer the netherlands prof dr a ott is professor of eu external relations law and jean monnet
professor in eu law at maastricht university the netherlands prof dr r a wessel is professor of
european law and head of the european and economic law department at the university of groningen
the netherlands

Private Regulation and Enforcement in the EU 2020-06-25
globalisation and technological innovation have been fuelling the need for increasing levels of
trust in private actors such as companies or special interest groups to regulate and enforce
significant aspects of people s daily lives from environmental and social protection to the areas
of food safety advertising and financial markets this book investigates the trust vested in
private actors from the perspective of european citizens it answers the question of whether
private actors live up to citizens expectations or whether more should be done as to the
safeguarding of citizens interests several cross cutting studies explore how private regulation
and enforcement are embedded in eu law the book offers an innovative approach to private
regulation and enforcement by focusing on the specific eu context which unlike the national and
transnational ones has not yet been widely explored this context merits a stand alone analysis
because of the unique normative framework of the eu as a particular polity itself but also in
relation to its member states with an overall analysis of the main aspects of private regulation
and enforcement across different policy fields of the eu the book adds a missing tile to the
mosaic of public private governance studies

The Franco-German Relationship in the EU 2005-08-30
this book examines the franco german relationship in the eu in relation to different policy
sectors it assesses the nature and importance of the relationship for the policy process

The Principle of Subsidiarity and its Enforcement in the EU
Legal Order 2018-05-31
in this book katarzyna granat analyses and evaluates europe s experience with the early warning
system ews which allows national parliaments to review draft legislative acts of the european
union for their compatibility with the subsidiarity principle the ews was introduced in response
to the perceived democratic deficit of the eu and its creeping competences and represented one of
the landmark reforms of the lisbon treaty the purpose of this book is to present and critically
analyse the functioning of the new mechanism of subsidiarity review and the role that national
parliaments have played within this system compared to the existing leading publications on the
europeanisation of national parliaments and contributions on the eu principle of subsidiarity
this book offers for the first time a profound legal analysis of the procedure enriched by a
comprehensive empirical analysis of the activities of national parliaments it is directed at
scholars of eu law and policy european and national officials and legal practitioners working in
and with the national legislatures

Official Secrets and Oversight in the EU 2019-04-09
this monograph offers a uniquely comprehensive and in depth legal account of official secrets in
the european union it critically analyses their implications for oversight and fundamental rights
based on forty interviews with practitioners and other stakeholders it offers an understanding of
the practices of official secrets and provides a critical and much needed perspective on how
parliamentary judicial and administrative oversight institutions deal with access to classified
material and the dilemma of oversight to concurrently ensure secrecy necessary for eu security
policies and openness needed for democratic processes and fundamental rights the book discerns
shifts in institutional practice of oversight at the european parliament and the court of justice
of the european union that disproportionately favour secrecy and the protection of classified
documents while creating serious limitations to open democratic deliberations and access to
justice and delivers new insights on the eu s development as a security actor as well as its
autonomy from member states showing how rules on official secrets were a means for the eu to gain
more autonomy in external security cooperation

The EU and Neighbors 2018-02-23
europe is the second smallest of the continents yet it is the third most populated and its rich
history has played out on the world s maps for centuries the region s borders have undergone near
continuous evolution through the rise and fall of nations rebellions and civilizations and the
paths these borders take have repercussions around the globe this book presents a systematic
survey of europe and individual country by country coverage based on the most current data from
the core of the european union to the lesser known corners of the continent this book provides in
depth examination of the physical cultural economic and political geography of this powerful
region fresh perspective sheds new light on recent events including brexit russia s takeover of
crimea terrorist attacks in france and the eu s newest members while the european union s future
is explored in light of the possible loss of the region s second largest economy with deep



insight into each nation and its relationship to the region this book offers a uniquely intimate
look at the various dynamics shaping europe today
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